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Bush calls meeting
on Gulf
President Bush called top diplomatic and
military aides to the White House Tuesday
for a "routine" update of the situation in the
Persian Gulf. Bush is weighing a trip by
Secretary of State James Balcer to Saudi
Arabia and Europe. The White House hopes
Iraq's Saddam Hussein will relent and see
Baker before the Jan. 12 date Saddam pro-

posed.

1990 was a hot year
1990 may rank among the USA's hone t
years ever. "It s been a very wann year," says
Chet Ropelew · of the atiooal Weather
Service' Climate Analy is Center. The
average temperature from January to November in the continental United States was
56.06 d gree , the third hottest on record.
Am ng 1990 records: The average temperature in New York's Central Parle. was 57.2
degrees.

New year's travel
•
improves
New Year's Day travelers found the
going a bit easier than over the holiday
weekend when fog in the East and South
disrupted flight schedules across the USA.
Airports reported no major delays Tuesday,
traditionally among the year's busiest.
Wednesday may be busier as people who
took an extra day off from work return home.

Court to decide on
baby's custody
A mentally iJI woman's baby boy is to be

photo by Tony Clar~llo
The Ervin ~ Nutter Center was the site of the winter commencement ceremonies on Dec. 1. The general
success of the Nutter center debut was marred by traffic problems (see story on page 2).

Coakley promises changes
in next Diversity Week
D 'Ann Henderson
Staff

Placed in a Florida shelter Wednesday pending a court hearing next week that could lead
to his adoption. Denise Lefebvre stopped
taking an anti-mania drug that causes birth
defects when she lt"Mned she was pregnant
last year, which led to violent behavior. She
was adamant about having the baby and an
llppeals court overturned the crder for an

abortion.

In the wake of some student dissatisfaction with the handling of Diversity Week,
Michael Coakley said he believes Diversity
Week was generally a success, but that there
will be tight.er screening of proposed programs for the agenda of next year's Diversity
celebration.

Coakley, the clirector of Student Development and chair of the Malcing A Difference by
My Accepting Differences (M.A.D.) Coalition, said he recognii.ed some problems.
Certain minority groups, said Coakley,
believed that the week's events should have
been devoted solely to their group, not to the
issue of diversity as a whole. Said Coakley,
'This was very interesting because there was
a recent article in the Journal ofHigher Education about diversity programs. What hap-

pened during the week could have been a
textbook case for the article." Coakley was
referring to protests by the Black Student
Union.
Coalc.ley responded to criticism about his
absence from WSU during Diversity Week by
saying, " ... I thought that it would be bad for
me to not be on campus during the week. I told
the MAD Coalition that I could not be on
campus during the week they had chosen (for
-
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Aid recipients:
Oddy: parking at
be aware of dates
Nutter will improve
Paula Glover
Guest Writer

John K. Stekli
Staff
The firsl arena event al the
Ervin J. Nutter Center proved thal
some thing al Wright St.ate remain con tant-like parking
problem .
On December l, WSU held,
for the first time, commencement
exerci es in the Nutter Center.
Unfortunately, the Nutter Center's debut was less than auspicious as traffic gridlock delayed
the suut of the ceremony for 30
minutes. Afterthe ceremony, cars
were in line for over an hour waiting to leave.
"We are continuing to evaluate and fine-tu ne the (parking)
process," said Tom Oddy.
Oddy, di rector of the Nutter

Center, said that during the fir t
event, "We had people on the
roof ob rvmg the parking lot . "
Oddy explained th l mu h of
the traffic problem dunng the fir t
few events at the Nutter Center
wa caused by what he call the
"gawk fa tor." Oddy felt that
when people attend an event at
the Nutter Center for the first time
they do not know exactly what
they should be doing or where
they should be going, lowing the
traffic flow in the parking lots.
Oddy thought that as people
become more familiar with the
Nutter Center that the parking
problems would Jessen .
Oddy also cited other reasons
why he felt that parking wou ld

improve. "Physical improvement have been made on the
ight," aid Oddy. Since the fir l
event, identifying ign and
permanent light have been added
to the parking lots. Al , at future
non- porting event , the parking
fee will be mcorporated into the
ticket price, eliminating the need
to collect the fee as cars enter
the lots.
According to Oddy, the parking situation doe eem to be improving. After the basketball
game on December 5, the parking
lots were nearly clear 25 minutes
after the end of the game.
"We have a much better handle
on the parking situation," Oddy
said.

Financial aid application packets for the 1991-92 academic year
will be available after Jan. 2 in the Financial Aid Office. The packets
will contain the Financial Aid Form (FAF) and the Wright State Financial Aid application. The F AF mu t be mailed to the College Scholarhip Service by March 31, 1991, to be con idered for campu -based
funds. A number of informative meetings have been heduled for
tudents inu~e ted in applying for aid. Topic to be covered include
h lpful hmts for comp! ung the FAF, factors used t determine ehg1bility, el tromc p
mg of Stafford Loan • types of financial aid
available for the p
ing of Stafford Loan and types of financial aid
available for the 1991 Summer S i n.

Financial Aid Information Meetings
~
Location
Jan.14
10 a.m. IO 11 a.m. 103 Oelman Hall

~

Jan.14

Jan.15

Jan.16
Jan.16
Jan.17

Jan. 17

6p.m... to 7 p.m..
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
9 am. to 10 a.m.
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
l p.m. to 2 p.m,
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Hawthorn Hall Lounge
041-043 u. c.
108 Fawcett Hall
129 MilletHall
247 Mil.let Hall
156 Rike Hall

(Paula Glover is the assistant director of the WSU Financial Aid
Office)

President Bush finds
Reagan's shoes hard to fill
OCopyright 1990, USA
TODAY /Apple College
Information Network
Something is wrong on the
political right when the conservative Heritage Foundation puts
President Bush's picture on its
1991 calendar and gets leuers of
complaint. But that has happened,
according to foundation Vice
President Burton Pines, who has
likened Bush to William Howard
Taft and Herbert Hoover - neither paragons of Republican
presidential virtue.
"We have spent the past halfcentury apologizing for Herbert
Hoover," Pines writes in the January issue of "Policy Review", the
foundation 's magazine. "We are
not going to spend the next half
apologizing for George Bush."
Why are conservative Republicans angry at their president?
Will they ever get over his retreat
on his no-new-taxes pledge am id
the historic budget debate?

A more important question
halfaay through his term is: Just
what doe this president stand for
other than being again t Saddam
Hu ein?
1991 will tell. Thi will be the
year Bu h's pre idency ohd1fies
on a positive resolution in the
Middle East and a recovering
economy at home, or falls victim
to a messy conflict with Iraq and
economic minefields domestically.
1991 will be the year that determines whether Bush becomes
more confrontational with Congress or continues his coalition
building in managing the budget
and domestic spending priorities.
Even after two years in the
Oval Office, Bush still struggles
with the shadow o f Ronald Reagan.
Bush ' s popularity ratings have
never fallen as low as Reagan ' s
had by this time in his presidency.
Most Americans seem to like
Bu sh personally, despite his
stil ted public delivery ~nd privi-

leged background.
But he seems to rarely inspire
the kind of public confidence in
the While Hou e -or in the U.S.
po ition m the world, for that
matter - that an ideolog1cally
rigid, media-polished Reagan did
throughout the 1980s.
Even now, on a global stage
strikingly different from the one
Reagan left, many political analysts and activists define George
Bush by fir t talking about Ronald
Reagan.
Georgetown University professor Stephen Wayne, an expert
on the presidency, said flatly.
"Ronald Reagan won (the 1988)
election for George Bush, because
the voters felt that George Bush
was likely to conti nue the peace
and prosperity o f the Reagan
years.
"There is a great deal of accuracy to the Democratic and conservative Republican accusations
that this president does not have a
discemable public policy center,"
he said.

To the public, Bush i "more
angular" than Reagan, said New
York Democratic strategist Bill
Cunningham .
"Anything that hit (Bush)
takes a piece of him," aid Cunningham, an adviser to Gov.
Mario Cuomo. "Reagan was more
rounded . Things bounced off him.
He took a hit, but there he was
again, out smiling, bouncing up
and down."
Bush rarely smiles these days.
With war a possibility and a weakening economy, his re-election
hinges on how the country survives these dual, intertwined
crises.
Many political operatives say
they believe Bu h can reverse the
damage of his about-face on taxes
by con fronting Congre ss as
strongly as he has Saddam.
" There is a lot of disenchantment on the tax issue," said a key
California GOP strategist. "He
may not be tough on the tax issue,
but he is damned tough on Saddam Hussein.

"People are looking to the Iraq
situation as son of the golden egg.
... If he can get in there, get a good
solution and get out, that will be
beneficial to him ."
But can Bu h put dome tic
questions to rest?
Former Reagan political ad·
viser Mitch Daniels said Bush's
decision to compromise on taxes
for the budget will not prove fatal
to his presidency because most
Americans realized the economic
danger of huge budget deficits.
But he said Bush's inability to
explain his switch to the American people was "frightfully mis·
taken."
"I don't think that looking like
he was open-minded on the subject was a fa tal blow," Daniels ,
said. "The fatal blow or the damage came when the president, his
people, failed to hammer home
the conditions" that necessitated
the agreement.
Bush " needs to say that 1990
see "Bwiil" on page 13
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SG gives faulty
condoms, vows
to march on
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11:30 - 3:00

Thomas Gnau
News Editor
Wright State's Student Govemment (SG) had nothing but the
noblest of intentions when it gave
away "Gold Circle Coin" brand
condoms to students on Oct 5, at
WSU 's "October Daze."
The company that produced
the condoms-Safetex Corp.recalled "Gold Circle Coin"
brand condoms on Nov. l, aloog
with other brands such as Saxon
Wet Lube, Embrace and Saxon
Spennicidal. Apparentlv. some
of the condoms had too many
"pinholes" in them. Tests showed
the condoms may have exceeded
the number of pinholes allowed

by federal agencies.
To
rtain whether a c nd m i
defective, it is filled with about 10
ounces of water. If water appears on
the outside of the condom, it should
not be used.
University officials did not find
out about the recall until Nov. 20 when
the Greene County Combined Health
District cootacted them . Warning letters were posted in campus buildings
and placed in students' Allyn Hall
mailboxes.
According to John Stekli, SG
Chair, SG got the condoms from the
Greene County Combined Health
District and Planned Parenthood.
Stekli said he heard about the faulty
prophylactics on Nov. 20 when SG
was contacted by both University

Communication and the SLud nL
Affairs office.
TrentSmith,SGofficemanager,
said that SG has given cond rn.
away in the past without 3'lf
trouble.
Stekli vows that SG will continue to hand out condoms. Said
Stekli: "It wasn't that the whole line
(of condoms) was bad, but just this
batch of them. There was really no
way of knowing; this was just a
frealc: occurance."
Stekli said he is aware that condoms don't always work: "It's important to remember that any time
you engage in sex, you run the risk
of contracting a sexual disease.
Condoms aren't 100 percent efTective."

Keating Five hearing
near completion
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thrift tycoon Olarles Keating.
CCopyright 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple College
Infoonation Network
WAS IIlNGTON -

Holiday

cheer transforms to harsh reality
again Wednesday on Capitol Hill
as the "Keating Five" hearing
reswnes for what looks to be its
final two weeks.
The Senate Ethics Committee
start.son theseconddayofthenew
year where it left off 10 days before Christmas - trying to determine the culpability of five senakn in intervening with federal
savings and loan regulators on
behalf of one of their largest
campaign contnbuton, indicted

Before his insolvent Lincoln Savings and Loan of Irvine, Calif., was
seiud by federal regulators in the
spring of 1989, Keating pumped S 1.3
million into the campaigns and favorite causes of Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz .. John
Glenn, D-Ohio, Donald Riegle, DMich., and John McCain, R-Ariz.
Wednesday's hearing will probably be devoted to a few more character
witnesses for the senators. No session
is expected Thursday, because returning members of Congress will fete
new colleagues most of the day.
Friday, the senators may start to
testify, beginning with McCain. The
committee expects to meet Saturday,
and then as long as neces.wy next

week, hoping to end Jan. 10 or 1 l.
Much to the consternation of an
entire Senate whose members were
nervous about being bearded at
home by angry constituents, the
1990 portion of the hearings
dragged on and on through 19 days
of public testimony and three closed
sessions. In that time, the plot of
what is essentially a congressional
morality play came into focus :
When does constituent service,
the linchpin of every politician's
relationship with voters and campaign backers, become WlCthical favor-doing for bribes?
Congress has unclear rules and
guidelines on this thorny question,
and reform groups that pushed for
the public bearings - such as

Common Cause - hope the result
will be an overhaul of the entire
campaign finance system.
A synopsis of the hearing so far
would revolve around the testimony
of three key witnesses called by the
panel's bulldog special counsel,
Robert Bennett Edwin Gray, who
was chainnan of the now-defunct
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
that oversaw S&Ls; William Black,
the board's office director for the
San Francisco region, and James J.
Grogan, Keating's former corporation counsel and chief lobbyist who
was compelled to testify after a
grant of immunity from prosecution.
All three described their varied
involvement with two extraordinary

meetings in April 1987 at which the
senaiors hammered away at regulators on Keating's behalf, trying to
get them to back off a tough and
critical examination of Lincoln.
Thumbnail descriptions of the
senaiors' plights so far:
- McCain: Seems to be in the
least trouble of all. Suffered bad
press over his tardy reimbursement
of $15,000-plus to Keating for suddenly remembered flights on
tycoon's corporate jet, including
shared family vacations. Scored big
points, however, when staffers described how he told off Keating for
calling McCain a "wimp" when the
senatcr refused to muscle regulasee "Keatln1" oa p11e 16
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Campus violence must stop
By Howard and Connie Clery
Collegiate Time

During the early morning hours of
April 5, 1986, our daughter, Jeanne
Ann, was tortured, raped, sodomized
and murdered in her dormitory room
at Lehigh University. Her killer wa a
drug and alcolaol abu r, a Lehigh
tudent who Jeanne had never met. He
ADVlSERS
gained acce
to her room by
JEFF JOHN Faculty Adviser
proceeding,
unopposed,
through three
KARYN CAMPBE!L Media Coordinator
propped-open doors, each of which
LETIER POLICY
should have been locked. He wa
convicted and entenced to death.
• Lcuers should have the writer's signature,
printed full name, daytime telephone
The aftennath of thi crime became
number, and class standing if applicable.
for us a learning experience that
changed our live .
•Leners should be under 400 words in
length. The Guardim reserves the right to
We learned that institutional
condense letters. if necessary.
response to such tragidies can involve
callousness,
cover-ups
and
• The Guardian wishes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which
stonewalling. Lehigh officials
duplicate other letters arc avoided.
publically passed off Jeanne's torture
murder as an "aberration." The
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will be
rejected. Letters which request money from
college, in an ill-concieved attempt to
r~s will be rejected.
protect its image produced a selfserving report, written by one of its
• When responding to another writer's letter,
trustees, K.P. Pendleton, which
refer to the date and headline only. Don't
refer to the writer's name of the earlier
concluded that there was no
letter. Refer to him or her only as "the
negligence on the part of the
writer."
university and that "our present aftey
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject
policies were complete," this, despite
letters dealing with theological arguments
the
administration's knowledge of
or letters which make allegations that
prior
violent crimes on the campus
cannot be proven.
and that there had been 181 reports of
• Letters should be addressed to:
propped-open doors in Jeanne's
The Guardian, Letters
dormitory
in the four months prior to
046 University Center
Wright State University
her death.
Dayton, Ohio 45435.
We learned that crime on campus
was
one of the best-kept secrets in the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....
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country. Until 1988, only four percent
of America's college reported crime
stati tic to anyone.
We learned that the true picture of
campus crime is tartling, even
horrifying. In 1987, for example there
were at lea t 31 murders, more than
1,5
armed robberie and 13,
phy ical a ault on college campuse
nationwide. A recent urvey, cited by
the U.S . Hou e of Repre enative ,
reported that 38 percent of college
women questioned had either been
raped or were victims of felony
sexual a aults. The latter takes on
more ominou significance in light of
the fact that one college student in 300
i infected with AIDS.
We learned, to our great relief, that
the law does not tolerate willful
indifference to the personal saftey of
college students. After Lehigh had
unilaterally absolved itself of blame in
Jeanne's death, we had no choice but
to turn to the courts, suing the college
for negligent failure of security and
failure to warn of foreseeable dangers
on campus. In 1988 Lehigh settled
with us and agreed materially to
enhance security on its campus. We
founded, in living memory of Jeanne,
Security on Campus, Inc., the first
national, not-for-profit organizaion
dedicalted to the prevention of
criminal violence at colleges and to
assis campus victims nationwide.
Our daughter died because of what
she didn't know. The first major
initiative of Security on Campus was
to ensure that the same fate did not

Bye 1990;
Hello 1991
By Connie J. Hart
Editor-in-Chief
Wehavenowenteredinto 1991 a new year with new and exiciting
adventure ahead. Will it urpa ..,
19 O?
We had the aving and 1 ne crisis
hark.
with it hero of greed,
Keating to make d IIar ign hi t ry.
Pre ident Bu h aid no new tax e'>,
but that' exactly what we got.
Ga prices sky-rocketed when
Saddam invaded Kuwait, even
though the U.S. really does not depend on Kuwaiti oil. The American
public became infuriated with congre s, but still elected 9 percent of
them back into office.
The Nutter Center finally opened .
WSU was hit with budget cut , bu t
tuition went up again.
Come to think of it, 1990 wa
pretty adventurous.
befall other students. In 1987 we
began effort toward enacting laws
requiring college and universitie
nationwide to make available, to both
current and pro pective students,
complete information about violent
campu crime and drug and alcohol
pr edure already in effect.
In 0 tober of thi year, the U.S.
Congre unanimou ly pa ed a bill
requiring federal fund to report crime
report.
Chief Michael G. Shananhan of
the University of Wa hington police
depanment, who in the late 1980's,
e tablished a campus crime
awarenes
program, including
publi hing stati tic in the student
newspaper. By 1990 he was able to
report crime had been reduced by
more than 50 percent, stating, "Much
of the credit goes to the community's
increased awareness of crime."
In 1989, we established, as a part of
Security on Campus, the Campus
Victims Legislation Program. This,
the first program of its kind in the
nation, has developed a database of
ca e law in civil actions by victims of
campus crimes and victims of
administrative cover-ups of such
crimes. This, and other legal
information, is available to victims
themselves, their attorneys and to all
other parties who wish to do
something constructive about
preventing campus crime .
We are convinced that much of the
current epidemic of campus crime and
violence can be curtailed.
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Reader makes distinction
Race can extend across
between animal experiments many different cultures
I would like to respond to the editorial,
"Sacrifice animals or humans for science",
pubU shed in the Wednesday, Ocl.17
Guardian.
Sadly, I cannot deny that in some cases
there is no other chioce, but I do not condone the needless testing and often corrupt treatment lo which many animals are
subjected . Let's not blindly group all
testing done with animals into one head ing, there are all kinds of experiments
being performed and various reasons for
them . This is where the problem ari e .
For example, the Pentagon is a big
business for the use of lab animals. They
have received approval for such asinine
experiments as anesthetizing cats and then
shooting them in the head while they are
locked in a vise. Those that survive are
then tested for responses to "noxious stimuli" such as pinpricks. The reason for this:
to find out how brain-wounded soldiers
can be returned to the battlefield. How
beneficial ! This has gone on at Louisiana
Stae University since 1983 and has
brought them over S2 million from the
U.S. Army .
In another Pentagon-supported experiment, dogs gathered through pound seizure were to be used in an experiment to
help determine how a soldier reacts
physiologically to being shot. These ani mals would be confined and shot point
blank without anesthesia ! The experiment
was given approval to proceed until an
animal rights organization informed the
public and media. Luckily, it was halted .
(At least publically it was). Simply put,
animal experimitation means jobs to lab
personnel and big money for institutions.
Apart from the military, there is the
cosmetic and household product side of
testing. Shaving cream you use is constantly tested and retested on innocent
rabbits by pinning the animal down and
force feeding it cen.ain amounts until 50%

of the test population die. (From what I've
read, they do not die quietly nor calmly).
The same is done for deoderant, facial
creams, etc. Other rabbits are frotunate
enough to be held down while oven cleaners are sprayed into their pinned-opened
eyes.
Now I am sure you are thinking, "all
of this must be necessary or else it would
not be allowed, after all, someone has to
approve these thing . As I said earlier, animal experimentation can be big bu iness
or help an instiution gain bu inc s; therefore, many things are allowed to pas that
hould not.
There are far too many experiments
being perfonned for many of the unnecessary ones to be checked. Also, those
people that do the final approving often
are not infonned enough to properly evaluate whether or not an experiment has any
worthwhile merits .
On the education side , how many of us
really gained any useful knowleedge from
dissecting frogs or fetal pigs in high school
as part of our general education requirements The only thing many of us gained
from all of that was a passing grade to
continue on in high school or apply toward
a degree. Those of us not in a medical field
will doubtless forget the vast majority of
what we learned in those labs and not
benefit from it at all .
I can give you many more examples in
muchmoredetailifyouwouldlike,butthe
point I would to stress the most of all of
this is: people have got to stop lumping all
the various types of aniaml experiments
into ju t "disease curing experimentation"
and think about what is really taking place
before looking the other way and pretending nothing is going on.
Jeffery Lee Bowman
senior.

Grates are hazardous
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter is a copy of a letter
sent to President Mulhollan. Permission was granted by the writer
to reproduce this letter.
The purpose of this letter is to ask
that you stop installing basin covers that
trap bicycle and wheelchair wheels. For
over twenty years I have been asking
Wright State University to stop installing
these booby traps in the new construction
and to correct the existing bad grates. A
rider may be pitched forward onto his
head when the front wheel falls into such
a grate.
I just do not understand why you would
allow these insidious grates to be installed.
I have written to you and Dr. Spanier

about this problem. .. The continued
installation of hazardous grates is unconscionable. The university is open to a
lawsuit. The university appperently has
money since they can afford to spend $34,
500,000 on a basketball arena. Injured
people stand an excellent chance to collect.
Again I ask that you STOP putting
in hazardous grates. Please correct the
grates that will trap bicycle wheels and
wheelchairs. Please nole that copies of
this letter are being sent to Max Jennings
of the Dayton Daily News and to The
Guardian.
Edward J. Ensor

I am writing this response to the
M.A.D. coalition and University Dining.
Many of you will think that I am picking at
something petty but this pettiness is the
ground start to stereotypes.
On November 13, 1990, the university
dining hall, in alleged honor of AfricanAmericans, proposed a luncheon of hammocks, blackeye peas, collard greens and
cornbread.
Many Black come from different ehtnic and religious backrounds. where the
above mentioned menu would not be ex cepted.
Black Muslims and sections of nonMu lims do not eat pork. Islamic religions
believe that the hog is sinful. There are
those who are not Muslim who believe that
the hog is said to be sinful in the Bible.
The diet of Black Hebrews or Jews also
does not allow pork unless it is kosher. So,
there is another group of African-Americans who cannot participate in the "Celebrated" menu.
Due to the the fact that African-Americans have backrounds as diverse Spain,
Central America , Asia and West India
there are diets in which foods are spicy or
curried, not salty. Gumbo is a delicacy of
the Creoles, which is a mixture of American and French. Broiled or grilled meat is
a specialty of our Indian and Hispanic
heritage.
The above mentioned menu is stere-

otypical of African-Americans. I am about
to answer why Blacks are stereotyped as
eating watermelon, cornbread, grits,
chicken, hamocks and greens.
The reason is because slaves were
given endtails of hogs and cattle as meat.
Vegetables left, which were rotten or could
not be sold, were given to the slaves.
Cornbread was expendable and durable in
that it would last without refrigeration. h
is also a delicacy of our Hispanic and
African heritage. The minstrels, "Jim
Crowi h" cartoons depicting Blacks, have
been pas ed on through generation and
accepted by non-Blacks as truths, along
with other color myths.
A menu I.hat could have been non-stereotypical is: catfish, hardrolls and southern
potato salad.
Do not accept anything as truth just
because it is given verbally or written.
Search through history and books written
by slaves to give the detail of the truth of
Blacks. If people truly want diversity then
they really must learn other ethnic and
racial backrounds from the true scholar,
slave, or first generationf African -American who left oral or written histories.
Rena Dionne Ford
sophomore

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

False assumptions about
draft revealed by writer
To the editor:
Many of us are horrified to see our
country heading rapidly toward war in the
Mideast.
Among us are some who are in the
reserves or even the active military who
now have serious conscientious or religious doubts about fighting in the Middle
East-or indeed, in any war that our government might send them to. Others with the
same doubts may soon face a draft.
S uch people may be making some false
assumptions which could affect their lives
drastically.
False Assumption: If you are in the
military or the reserves, or are drafted,
there is nothing you can do about it. Ac tually, several th.ousand people in the military have obtained conscientious objector
status in the past ten years. Many have
been released on other bases including
medical reasons or proof that recruiters
had misrepresented the facts to them.
False Assumoption: If you don't want
to fight, you will go to Canada. Actually.
though many did this during Vietnam, this
time Canada is pro U.S. , does not wlecome immigrants as it did then, and may
even extradite them.
Faist Assumption: If there is a draft,

you will have time to get a medical, conscientious objector, or other deferment.
Actually, the draft law to be effected would
give you one week from the time the induction letter was posted to you, to turn up
at the induction center with whatever
documents you need.
False Assumption: If you are 18, you
must register for the draft or go to jail.
Actually, no one knows how many hundreds of thousands have refused to register. Although 20 were prosecuted in '60s,
only one was sentenced and he was released after a few months. There have
been no prosecutions since.
False Assumption: Most important for
students; is the belief that you will be
deferred as students. Actually, there will
be deferments for ministerial students
only.
Conscientious objector counseling can
help you sort out your beliefs about these
issues and proivde resources to infrom you
of your rights.
The Dayton American Friends Service
Committee (278-4225) is organzing training for conscientious objector counselors
for the near future and will refer you to a
counselor.
Hazel Tulecke
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Entertainment
Date rape education helps
prevent "crossed signals"
Mar ·c Collier
Staff

I
11

only ten to fifteen participants attended the
minar. In vi woftheaft.cm n c
hedTh estimates tate that tw~thirds ule, thi w a mod rate tum ut ~ r the miof all reported rapes are date/acquaintance nar. Risacher said that he h ped that other
rapes.
on-campus organization would follow in
The Public Safety Office presented a scheduling this seminar ince it is a very
seminar on the role of men in the dale rape important topic for all concerned. According
ituation to an all male audience, Nov 6. at to Homan the attenders agreed that this was a
the Unjversity Center. The seminar included very valuable program.
The seminar rud not view the man as the
a video tape and a verbal presentation.
This was the first seminar of its kind at victim of date rape; however, because of
Wright State . The participants invited by actions taken, encouraged or not, they may
Joanne Risacher, assistant vice-president for well become the victim in a legal battle. The
student life, included male student employ- . seminar told men to protect themselve • and
ees and full-time professional staff mem- to be ure that they know what is going on at
bers from the Student Affarrs office .
all times, because they may have to take legal
General date rape is covered briefly in respon ibility for iL
the Orientation Program attended by new
Date/acquruntance rape i when a person
tudents. The goal of the Public Safety pro- uses force and/or threats to make
meone
gram was to rajse the male awarenes and to they know participate, again t their will, in
"encourage men to sen itize to women," anysexualactivity.lna iecywheremenare
said Steve Homan, assistant director for encouraged to be aggres ive and women
Pubic Safecy. Both men and women need to passive, preconceived attitudes contribute
understand what happen in these ituation . enormou ly to the problem. The myths that
They need to commurucate openly and di - contribute to date rape include, "She was
rectly, leaving no room for mi understanding for iL." "Sh really didn't mean no."
ing.
and "She mu t have deserved iL" But the U t
Although fifty invitation were sent, i endles .

use f drug or al o I ls
e th y affect the ability to
abilicy to unde tand. Dme ra
curs m re frequ ntly when one or both partie
have been drinking. Drinking can lead to an
unwilling or unaware participation on both
sides.
Finally, the semjnar stressed the need for
better communication. According to Public
Safety Offices, three date rape incidents have
been reported on campus in the past year.
"Incident" was used to describe the case
instead of attack, because they were all the
result of poor communication between partners. No legal or disciplinary actions were
ta.ken in any of the above cases.
It aJJ comes down to knowing your date,
their use of body language, and their personalicy for starters. Respect for their attitude
about sexual activity i important also. Li ten
to what they aresaying,ifyou' renot ure what
they mean, ask. Crossed signals can lead to
tragedy. don't be incident number four.
If your tudent civic organization would
like to have the Public Safety Office conduct
th.I seminar for you, please call the Admini strati n Office of Public Safety at 73-2056.
and ask for SgL Cormie Avery.

Viewpoint: drug and alcohol abuse
Cathy Vance
Staff
Alright peelS-lllaybe there• s not a lot of
interest in the Raider Alcohol Awareness
Program. Maybe you 're shrugging it off as no
big deal. It all depends on your point of view.
or your problem. Ask yourself these questions. ls there a substance abuser in your life,
or is it your life?
Substance abuse affects us all in some
way-by knowing a substance abuser, or by
being one ourselves. It is a serious life-threalening, chemically dependant disease.
Here on campus, where it's 'cool' and
acceptable to drink, or use drugs profuselythe substance abuser's life can easily be compared to living in a body bag. How do I know?
Because I know Joe, I know Samantha, and I
know Beth.
Joe started drinking when he was 14. He
drank a lot He experimented with cocaine. He
was hooked. He worked ha.rd, was loving and
generous, but he needed the cocaine and

money to buy iL Then, Joe was 21. Joe had to
support his secret habit. Joe got caught. He
realized he needed help. He got it, but not
before he losl many thjngs, including his self
respecl.
Samantha was depressed. Life was tough.
Her father had just died and her mother relied
on her to stay at home and watch younger
brothers and sisters while she went out to
drink. Samantha rud cocaine because it made
her feel good. After that, she needed more
cocrune for more highs, but the lows always
followed. Samantha attempted swcide twice.
On the third time, after massive doses of
cocaine and a bottle of aspirin, she almo t
succeeded. Samantha was rushed to the hospital by her mother. She wanted help. She got iL
Beth djd not have a need to use chugs, or to
drink. She preferred control. Her first d.rinlc
was on a dare, someone insistently urging her
she couldn't handle it She knew she could. A
couple of shots of whiskey and she still felt in
control. Years later she carried pints of whiskey with her into bars. One night Beth blacked
ouL After that night, when Beth drank, she

drank until he blacked out One day Beth
knew he wasn't in control anymore.
Substance abuse can happen to anyone,
but more easily to those predispo itioned to a
physical chemical dependency. I do know,
because I happen to be Beth. Joe and Samantha are a few examples from my family.
Substance abuse often starts at home, continues through high-school and into college.
When groups like RAAP exist, they exist for
all the right reasons-so people do not have to
live the life of a substance abuser.
During the last part of fall quarter, RAAP
held a volunteer training session. Thirty volunteers were trained in a variety of areas:
communication sblls, peer helper/educator,
different substances abuse issues, referral
techniques, AIDS information and acquaintance rape. They met over a 24 hour period for
two weekends. Since that time, the volunteers
have prioritized their objectives for winter
and spring quarters.
Some of the goals are to become a regis9H

''Viewpoint" on pap lJ

For crying
out loud,
here's a
tear-stained
top 10
OCopyright 1990, USA
TODAY /Apple College
Infonnation Network
Here are a few tormented dirges
to distract you from your own life:
1. 'Tm So Lone ome I Could
Cry" - Hanle Williams . B.J .
Thomas did pretty well by the song,
but Williams apparently lived it.
2. "He Stopped Loving Her
Today" - George Jones.
3. "My Man" - Billie Holiday.
MaJlomars & Kleenex optional.
4 . "Crying" - Roy Orbi on.
5. "Only the Lon ly" - Frank:
Sinatra. No, not the Roy Orbi on
song . Sinatra's Capitol album of
the arnc name had the warning:
"Don't Ii ten to if you're depre sed."
6. "Cold, Cold Heart" - Hank
Williams.
7. "She Still Come Around
{To Love What's Left of Me)" Jerry Lee Lewi .
8. "Buenas Nochas From a
Lonely Room "
Dwight
Yoakam.
9. "Lonely Town" - Rick
Nelson. Much sadder than Elvis'
attempts at pain. The King is too
close to parody with "Heartbreak
Hotel" and "Are You Lonesome
Tonight?"
10. "Blue" - Joni Mitchell.
OK, maybe it's not so sad, but it
clears the room when you want
to break the party up .
All songs are available on
individual artists' greatest hits
collections except for Joni
Mitchell's Blue, which is on the
album of the same name.
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Harry Ellls Dickson conducting the Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra at the grand opening of the Nutter Center, Dec. 15.

Steele's new book includes The Holy Elvis,
mafia hit-men, and a little revolution in space
Review
Rich Warren
F&E Editor
Allen Steele's first book, published about a year ago, breathed
new life into the world of science
fiction.
Steele explored space, but not
space with laser rifles, photon torpedos, or faster-than-light travel.
Steele's space sat closer to home,
as
beamjacks-construction
workers in orbit-built huge solar
collection plants.

"Orbital Decay" gave us a
glimpse into the life of the ordinary man in space: what they ate,
how they Jived, and what they did
for fun. The characters were down
to earth people, it was just their
home that spun through the heavens.
Now, Allen Steele continues
his journey with "Clark County,
Space."
"Clark County Space" takes
place several years after "Orbital
Decay" on the first orbiting space
colony. Life was quiet in Clark

County, farmers worked in the
fields, the police chased run-away
goats, tourists came and spent their
money at the Las Vegas style
"Strip." Then the trouble began.
The companies that built Clark
County only wanted to make
money, and the easiest way to
make money was through tourism.
The New Ark, a semi-religious
farming community, complained
that the tourists continually
trampled through their fields, leaving behind crumpled plants and
dropped garbage. Jenny Schorr-

wife of the New Ark leader, Neilannounced in frustration that the
colony had no choice but to secede
from the United States.
This, however, was only the
beginning. Soon, The Church of
Elvis, a runaway mafia floozy, and
a Mafia hit-man all arrived at Clark
County. Their fates, as well as the
fate of Jenny Schorr, quickly became tangled together, and at the
center of the tangle sat John
Bigthom, the county sheriff. For a
few days, chaos ruled in Clark
County.

In this book, Steele used many
of the science fiction ploys he criticized in his "Orbital Decay," and I
found that disappointing. The
characters in "Clark County
Space" were still believable, but
they lost some of the immediate
realism found in "Orbital Decay."
However, the story line of "Clark
County" has an unusual energy
that pushes the reader through the
book. You really don't notice the
drop in realism. "Clark County
Space" is a great book, and I highly
recommend reading it.
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''W e had a sense

of urgency. We
knew we had to
do it. Our time
was going. I'm
glad we sluck
f9gether.
Winning- that's
all we tfioug_ht
about. Thaf's all
there was to it. 11
-Bill Edwards

photo by Tony Clarlarlello

Biii Edwards , surrounded by Tigers,
stretches out for two.

''W e managed

to ke~p the
crowcf on the
edge of their
seats. It didn't
take long for
things to get
here. It gave us
a big booster coming back
and w1Illling it
that way.''
-Ralph Underhill

Biii Edwards Is ready to attack
Tigers, the only team that woij
Ervin J. Nutter Center.

Raiders open
•
with exc1

Cindy Horner
Sports Editor

You could see spotlights from miles away of 10,234.
if you were out driving in your car.
It took that crowd a linle while to come
If you were fortunate to find a parking from the Physical Education Building, but
space then you could also see all the spotlights they did and in time to root the Raiders onto
on the inside.
their first victory 88-86 over Tennessee State.
Wright Stat.e's opening game in the Nuuer
The lights dimmed, fireworks burst into
the air from the upper level as each Wright Center proved to be its first win of the season.
State Raider ran into the spotlight that circled
Ervin J. Nutter had the honor of throwing
WSU's new Ervin J. Nutter Center main up the ball, but he didn't succeed until the
arena.
second toss.
WrightStat.edidnotscorefirst Thathonor
There was excitement from start to finish
when theRaidersopened the Nutter Center on was given to Tennessee State's Nico Childs.
Dec. 1st in front of an almost sold-out crowd
Childs was also fouled on the play and
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''I t was a great win.
for the opening of
the Nutter Center.
In the last four
minutes, we
started to _play
like our ofd
Raider team and
hopefully it's here
to stay. 11
-Dave Dinn

photo by Tony Clarlarlello
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Ervin J. Nutter tosses a rather meager first tlp-ott In the
new Nutter Center.

utter Center
g finish

Jromptly sank the first free th.row. WSU's
Scott Benton committed the first foul earlier
in the game.
Mark Woods scored the Raiders' first
field goal at the 17: 38 mark and Benton nailed
lhe first 3-pointer.
I When Marcus Mumphrey made the first
Wsu free throw, he managed another first
He was fouled while attempting a trey. Due to
anew NCAA rule, he received three foul shots
aid buried all three.
And now for the last of my firsts because
I lost track after this: Tennessee State called

the first time-out in the Nuner Center.
The Raiders trailed the Tigers 40-39 at the
half. As a matter of fact the Raiders trailed
most of the game except in the end, when it
really counted.
The Raiders started their comeback with
less than six minutes remaining. Thal was
when their full-court press, you know that one
that the Raiders are known for, started to tear
the Tigers apart.
It was an amazing comeback because
Wright State had been down by 10 with just
-

"Nutter" Oii pap 13

photo by Tony Clarlarlello

Rowdy Raider finds a new home at the
Nutter Center.
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Country blues makes everyone feel better

I
I

I

tains songs such a "(She Finally boyi hly vulnerable; at other
Cold Heart"; "Your Cheatin' dience was so bummed out.
Haye was a Pima Indian who Cro ed Over) Love' Cheatin' times a earing masculine rage
Hean"; and the utterly de olate
OCopyright 1990. USA TODAY/
'Tm So Lonesome I Could Cry." erved with the Marine in World Line", "Whi key and Women" take over. On "What I Don't
Apple College lnformauon Network But as Luke the Drifter he put the War II and wa one of the ldier and "Jack Daniel If You Plea e." Know" he ing . "If I find out that
Jerry Lee Lew i ha cut more you've been cheating/What I
pedal to the metal and tore off into who raised the nag in the famou
IwoJimaphoto. There tofh1 life than hi hare of country weeper , don ' t know might get you killed."
A the gurus of our psychob- funereal -land.
Oooeee, look past the i7C 32To the strains of a obbing d1dn ' t live up to that. "Call him and many of u prefer that . 1de of
abble age tell us, it' OK to feel
long jean • and tht boy wntes
bad. So your family or love life church organ, Wilham /Luke drunken Ira Haye ," sang Fried- him to the more familiar, era
ome pretty violent lync . Indeed,
doe. n't mca ure up to your id 1 sang uch audio ap opera a man, "he won ' tan werany more ... r kabilly freak we kn w from ht
in an older on he ang of dn ving
- . o what? Don't deny it. Live "T
Many Panic • T
Many Two inches of water in a lonely pre . clipping and movies .
On "I an ttll H · r the Music a truck throu h ht fa11h le s
that pain.
Pal " and "Doe Your Mama ditch wa. a grav f r Ira Hayes ."
Then there' John Prine's in the R . tr m," he sing . . " ad girlfriend' hou e. A. k d 1f he
And as mu i 1an well know, Know Y u're Here?" n " Lif
ng. d n 't car whose h an 11 really ev r dtd anythin hk that.
ould m kc
nothing can m e you f I better Get Tee -Ju Don ' t It?," he " am ton ." Prin
"H nky -Tonkin'" :ound lik a breaks/They can ' t ' th hurt Yoakam dm1ttedthat,yc. ,h wa
than listening to
me pathetic mournfully Ii t every t rribl
oul inging hi broken h an ut. thin that' happen d to him , in - dirge with that f r1 rn croak of that· wnu n on my fa e/Jerry in the tru k and within 1ght of her
ht , but thi i
d: A purple heart- Lee did all nght ul th music tart- hou e. Buthedldn'td 1t. Hone t,
Lt tening to u h ng ·.one' cluding lo:ing ht poorol' d ddy '
body goes through a catharuc, al- farm . It' o depre sed he' ·urely decorated veteran return and get ing playing/Then l felt a tear roll- judge.
But the Yoalcam chef d'oeuvre
mo t biochemical reaction. " ot got hi tongue in hi cheek . hooked on drugs. A Prine watl ing down my face ."
Other great Jerry Lee obbers is the title song. "Buena Nochas
on the refrain: "There' a hole in
only am I not the most desolate Maybe, maybe not
One of Williams' bigge t in- daddy's arm/where all the money include: What's "Made Milwau- From a Lonely Room (She Wore
creature on earth," one thinks,
"but thi per on ounds infinitely fluences was Roy Acuff. Acuff goes/Seems Chri t died for kee Famou (Has Made A Lo er Red Dre e )."It ' s partly the lyrOut of Me)", "She Even Woke Me ic , but mo tly Yoalcam 's tricken
worse off."
played a big old Gib on gmtar, nothin' I uppo e . .. ."
Sad blue singer are legion, Up (To Say Goodbye)" and "She tone of voice. The woman had hi
And there are a few name that, which i a mu t for the maximum
oh, ju t eem to pop up when we heart-tugging emotional ound . but there' something about Billie Still Come Around (To Love baby, then left him "to uffer and
cry . I never knew him but he took
talk about mournful songs. The On "Wreck on the Highway" he Holiday ' s voice that i sadder than What's Left of Me)."
In more recent times. new tra- her away/On my knee like a
sing : "When I heard the era h on anyone else' . Her habit of inghigh lone ome poets of pain singers such as Hank William • the highway, I knew what it wa ing a breath behind the beat and ditionalist Dwight Yoakam has madman for vengeance I prayed/
Billie Holiday and George Jones. right away/There wa whi key that man-weary tone give her become well known for not only For the pain and the anger deAnd Wilham • ecret self, Luke and blood altogether, mixed with song a deep adne . Standard his skin-tight britches. but for em- stroyed my weak mind/ he wore
glas where they lay/I didn't hear uch a "Blue Moon" become ut- bodying pure, unadulterated male red dre es and left the wounded
the Drifter.
mi cry in the modern country behind . ... "But that' not all. The
ter tale of woe in her hand .
Here are a few highlights of a nobody pray."
tormented Yoalcam follows his
There are so many heartbroken song.
Love and car crashes aren't the
lowdown genre to get you through
of
country
Maybe
it's
the
male
hormones,
lover to where she' try ting with
singers
in
the
lexicon
only sad theme . War doe pretty
a blue, boo-hoo new year:
Luke the Drifter was a p eudo- well , too. Who can forget when mu ic that in le s than book form, maybe tt's the ught pants. but the "other guy." "In the darkening
nym that Williams used back in Kinky Friedman virtually hut you couldn 'tdo justice to them all. we'd argue thatthe boy omehow silence I placed the gun to her
David Allen Coe ha docu- manage to sound more de olate head/She wore red dre se but
the '40 when he was trying to down an epi ode of "Saturday
now he lay dead .... " Get down,
make ome eittra money on the Night Live" back in the '70 with mented his turbulent marital life than any female arti t .
Put Yoalcam' "Buenas No- buddy .
ide. William was the master of hi uncharacteri tically mournful on record. Hi album "Human
But ave the most di traught
tear- tained pathos under his own "Ira Haye ." "SNL" producer Emotions" ha a "Ha ppy Side," chas From a Lonely Room" on for
name, with uch weepy clas ics as Lome Michaels still talk about recorded before he knew his wife a pin, and Ii ten to ome pain. On for la t, the real king of pain,
"I Can't Help It (If I'm Still in that night; after Friedman's rendi- was leaving. By the B-side he "One More Name" hi lover is George Jones. Jones will stretch a
Love with You)"; "Lovesick tion of the song. the rest of the knows she's done him wrong, so calling him by not one other man's one-syllable word like "war" into
Blues"; "You Win Again"; "Cold night's skits died becau e the au- it' called "Suicide," and it con- name, but many. Sometime he's
see "Bluel"
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Before the flu
bug bites. • •
Cath Vance

Staff

On Jan. 4, Conni& L.aW90n, Kenny Richardson and C&rt Wade Wiii perfonn, along With Mat
Brltaln and Carlbe, ln the University Center ~t 4 pm.

We all know about flu and pneumonia They mean that we get sick, and
getting ick makes food that looked di gu ting in the first place look even
worse.
But, influenza and pneumonia are not iUnesses to talce lightly. According to th American Lung Associati n of Miami Vall y (ALAMV),
influenza and pneumonia combined have been the sixth leading cause of
death in the United StateS since 1979.
Judith Myers R..N.,student health nurse wellness coordinator at Student
Health Services, stated that Influenza is not to be confused with the
stomach flu, the 2A-hour flu, or other gastrointestinal illnesses. This viral
infection of the nose, throat., and bronchial tubes has the following
symptoms: headache, chills, aches and pains, fatigue, 102-103 temperatures and a dry cough. The danger from influenza is that serious cases can
turn into pneumonia.
The symptoms of pneumonia are wheezing, night sweats, fever, a thick
cough, and difficulty breathing. A person with pneumonia will find home
remedies useless. It is imponant that they seek professional medical help.
The Ohio Department of Health states that the people most susceptible
to influenza are the elderly and people with chronic (life long) disorders of
the pulmonary and cardiovascular system. Also, a person with kidney
disease, cystic fibrosis, diabetes, anemia, or severe asthma is highly
susceptible to the influenza virus. Because our immune system attacks
viruses within our body. a person with a wea.lc: immune system wiU also be
highly susceptible IO the influenza virus. This includes people with the
AIDS virus and people who talce medicines that reduce their immune
systems effectivenes .
The bottom line, however, is that anyone can ca!Ch influenza The most
effective preventative measure is the "flu" shot. This vaccine, made of the
inactivated viru • is injected into the person's system. There, it produce
antibodies to fight the flu slrain. These strains will change in a years time
due to the diversity of the virus, so flu shots have to be updated annually.
The flu shot a person received last year would be ineffective against this
year's flu. A student can receive the shot here on campus at the Student
Health Services Center.
A healthy diet, plenty of rest, and exercise will also help students
through the winter months. Though these cannot necessarily prevent the
flu, they will strengthen the immune system.

New Orleans: a two-time shaker of the music world
CCopyright 1990, USA
TODAYI Apple College
Information Network
New Orleans has changed the
musical world at least twice in
this century alone-as the spawning ground of jazz and as the
hub around which rhythm and
blues p ioneers fostered the birth
of rock and roll.
It was in New Orleans that
Players such as King Oliver,
Buddy Bolden, Sidney Bechel
and Louis Armstrong gave birth
to jazz. Its rhythm ic freedom and

unabashed joy not only swept the
nation, but took the world by
storm as well. No single event
in history would have so profound an impact on the whole
of classical music as the birth
of jazz. Europeans from Igor
Stravinsky and Darius Milhaud
to Paul Hindemith fell under the
spell of the music's vital rhythms,
while in this country, composers
such as George Gershwin and
Aaron Copland virtually defined
what is American through the
language of jazz.
Similarly, the rise of New Or-

leans artists such as Fats Domino
("Blueberry Hill," "Walkin to
New Orleans," e!C.); Ernie KDoe ("Mother In Law"); Lee
Dorsey ("Workin' in a Coal
Mine") and the Dixie Cups
("Chapel of Love") left their
indelible mark on the pop music
world. It was in New Orleans,
backed by a New Orleans band
and singing a song by a New
Orleans writer, that Little Richard became the king of rock 'n •
roll with "Tutti Frutti." And it
was again in the Crescent City
that Ray Charles• career as a

rhythm and blues singer first took
off.
In more recent times, the distinctive piano style of such New
Orleans masters as Professor
Longhair, Dr. John and Allen
Toussaint has gone on to influence Little Feat, Bonnie Raitt and
a slew of other young rocrofessor
Longhair, Dr. John and Allen
Toussaint has gone on to influence Little Feat, Bonnie Raitt and
a slew of other young rocrofessor
Longhair, Dr. John and Allen
Toussaint has gone on to influence Little Feat, Bonnie Raitt and

a slew of other young rocof the
"Big Easy" around the globe.
That something grand would
happen in New Orleans almost
seems inevitable, given its multiplicity of culture. People of
French, Spanish, Indian, ScotsIrish and British heritage were
common in the seaport city.
Moreover, during the 19th century. New Orleans had the largest
African American population of
any city in the United States.
Geographically, New Orleans
lff "New Orleans"

on page Ui
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Nothing but wins
under the Nutter tree
Cind Horner
Sports Editor
Wright State's men· s basketb II team began by losing to ome
tough teams on the road, but
once they came home to the new
Ervin J. Nutter Center, the
Raiders found new life.
The Raiders, as a tradition,
have always played well at home
and, even with the new facility,
the tradition continues. So far
the Raiders are undefeated at
home, but WSU has posted only
one road victory, against Youngstown State. A highlight on the
Raiders' schedule was playing
in Ohio State's St John Arena
against the Buckeyes. Wright
State gave Ohio State their first
test of the season, scaring the
Buckeyesuntilafterthehalfwhen
OSU turned up the tempo on
their game and rattled the Raiders.
The Raiders saw the followingactionovertheholidaybrealc:
NORTHCOASTTOU RNAM ENT- NOV. 24-25, AT
CLEVELAND, OHIO- Wright
State lost the opening round of
the tournamenttoCoastalCarolina 83-69. Wright State had
the lead at the half, 40-36, but
watched it dwindle away . The
Raiders held on until 13:46, then
the Chanticleers surged ahead
for the victory and a championship berth, leaving the Raiders in the Consolation round.
Thefollowingday theRaiders
had to play the Cleveland State
Vikings, who had been defeated
by the Princeton Tigers the night
before. Unfortunately, the Raiders lost by seven points, 99-92.
Marcus Mumphrey was the leading scorer in the loss on Saturday with 20 points. Bill Edwards had eight rebounds, while
Sean Hammonds had 18 points
a nd nine rebounds .
TENNESSEE
ST A TEDEC. 1, THE OPENING OF
THE NUTTER CENTER - A
sweetsuccess, theRaidersposted
their first win with a last-sec-

ond buzzer hot by Hammond
that gave the Raider an 88-86
comeback victory. Edward led
the Raider in scoring and rebounding with 20 and l 0 respectively. More details on this game
in the preceding special section.
ST. JOSEPH' -DEC. S.The Raiders hosted the Pumas
and won their second straight
by going over the century mark
103-67. The win put WSU '
record at 2-2. The Raiders had
abig lead60-38atthehalf. WS U
had five players in doublefigures : HammondsandEdward
had 19apiece,MikeHaleyto ed
in 16, Mumphrey with 15, and
Woods 10. Hammonds led in
rebounding.grabbing 10,andJeff
Unverferth pulled down eight.
AT CENTR AL MICHiGAN-DEC.8-IsMichiganabad
state for all Ohio team ? Wright
State ran into some trouble when
theyheadedtoMichiganandtook
a 112-85 loss to the Chipp was.
Hammondswasonfireonceagain
with 29 points and 11 rebounds.
The Raiders remained winless on the road.
ATOHIOSTATE-DEC.12The Raiders were the only team,
until the Georgetown Hoyas, to
hold the Buckeye under 100
points, butstill lost90-60. Even
so, the Raiders did impress some
people. Randy Ayers said it was
the only test his Buckeyes had
so far into the season. The score
was 39-35 in the first half. The
Raiders even tied the score just
afterthe half at39-all, but shortly
after, OSU took control by
outscoring the Raiders 17-2
within a five minute span. WSU
scored 25 points in the second
half; 19 of them by Edwards who
fi nii;hed the game with 23 points
and seven rebounds.
AT
YOUNGSTOWN
ST ATE- DEC. IS- The Raiders
finally pulled out a victory on
theroad.EdwardsandMumphrey
each tossed in 28 points to lead
the Raiders over the Penguins
109-94 and put themselves one

rrn~m
See next
week's edition of
The Guardian for
Winter Sports
updates.

tep clo er to the .500 mark at
3-4. Edwards led Wright State
in rebounding, by pulling down
eight. It wa the mo t point that
the Raiders have cored so far
and the mo t free throws (25)
they've made.
THE U.S. AIR CLAS ICDEC. 21-22- AT THE NUTTER CENTER- The U.S. Air
Cla sic featured four teams:
WSU,StephenF. Austin,Murray
State and U.S. International. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---'
It just wouldn't be fitting if
the Raiders lost their own tournament. They didn't. They took
care of Stephen F. Au tin State
in the opening round of the U.S .
Air 90-83 to earn the right to
face Murray State. who had
defeated U.S . International 10355, in the championship game.
Again, five Raiders posted
double-figures. Edwards led all
corers with 26.
The finale was the best. The
Raid r weren't expected to
defeat the now 9-3 Racers , but
they did anyway with a final
score of 79-76. WSU was on
the upside most of the way .
Benton's jumper for two at the
8:32 mark of the fir t half put
the Raiders up for good, though
things were scary in the final
few minutes. The Raiders almost
let the Racers back into the game
until Edwards took over, scoring
17 points in the first half to put
the Raiders up 39-29 at intermission. Hethenpouredinseven
second half points to lead the
January 7 th rou1'h February 28
Raiders with 24. The Raiders
addedanotherstatuetothetrophy
case,asEdwards,Hammondsand
WoodsmadetheAll-Tournament
Re,totratlon lo tailing pl•ce In 025 Univenity C.n ter (S tudent Orpniu tion1 Md
Leade."h1p Dev'-lopmenl Offictl Cour-1oe ducnpboo cat.aloe-a and rtei1lntion forms art
team {along with Popeye Jones
I YAJlobl• in the s 0 L. D om...
of Murray State, Jack Little of
115 ~r pe.rwoa coven lhe tmtirw: eerie.. Partldpanll may eelect. which t.op1cF and
Stephen F. Austin and Kevin
ae11ion1 they would like to au.end Attendeo ~ive a co-<:umcular t.ra.nlCript 1i1t.rn, All
aeu 1on 1 all#nded and all ntra-runicuJar collefiat.e a ct..ivitita Speci1I recocn1tion rifts W'l ll
BradshawofU.S. International.)
be •warded for attendance.
The win put the Raiders' record
above the .500 mark at 5-4. They
started off the new year by
REGISTER TODAY!
travelling to Athens and meeting
the Bobcats of Ohio University
on Wednesday night. Stats were
not available at press time.
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Nutter

continued.~ paae 6

a.tta-S fN>lll paae 9

under five minutes left
Tennessee State made their last

field goal at the 1:37 marlc. It was
WSU's game then.
With 54 seconds left Bill Edwards was sent to the line aft.er being
fouled by Childs, and Edwards sank
the first one to tie it al 86-alI.
The Tigers' Troy Bond shot and
missed. The rebound fell into the
hands of Raider Sean Hammonds.
He then called a time-out with sevw
seconds left.
Mumphrey was the h ter but
mi sed. However , Hammond
again came up with the all important
rebound and nailed the lay-up that
gave Wright State the two point
buzzer vi tory.
Edwards led the team in scoring
with 20 points and in rebounds,
pulling down 10. Hammondshad 15
points and seven rebounds.

was the year of the old college try,

continued from page l

t.ered student organu.auon, to hold that we tried to make our current observance of Diversity Week) due
a retreat and mini conference on institutional arrangements work, to a prior commitment I asked the
substance abuse issues, and to and they didn't," Daniels said.
committee to reschedule the week
make video tapes tha1 portray sub"And so we are going to have
stance abuse situations.
Another event. held in conjunction with the Ohio Inter University Council and FIPSE (Fund
for the Improvement of Po t Secondary Education) con ortium,
will be a conference in February.
The theme for the conference will
be, "Beyond Compliance: Subtance Abuse l ue in Higher
Edu ation." It will be held al the
Holiday Inn Conference Center,
Dayton, on Feb.14 and 15.
RAAP will also hold a retreat
and at least one carnpu wide I ture on ub tance abuse. Al •
RAAP hope to have a live Lalk
show about ub tance abuse problemsairedoverWWSU. All dates
for these events and more, will be
available to students through the
RAAP office.
Are you interested? Call the
RAAP hotline for help or infonnation-873-2967.

to try something different, try a
variety of institutional reform ,
starting with Congres itself. ...
That means term limit , that
would mean even cutting Congres • own budget" for taff and
other taxpayer-financed help.
Georgetown's Wayne aid
Bu h was looking ahead when he
agreed to rai e taxe to attack the
budget deficit. Bu h knew that
without an agreement, the economy - and hi pre idency would be more imperiled by 1992
than if he had held hi ground .
"You can't get tough with
Congre and re ult in taJemated
policy in bad time , "Wayne id.
"It only works in good times. The
president Lakes the heat for the
times. No one has faith in Congre s at any time. If times are
good, the president is going to be
re-elected. If times arebad, he is
not going to be."

so I could be present.

However, the
committee thought thal it was more
important for the week: to coincide
with the anniversary of last year's
Unity Day Rally."
Coakley also said that he had no
problems with the action of Chri
Cato, president of the WSU Bia le
Student Union (BSU) and the primary organizer of the Diversity
Week boycott. Coakley tated that
Cato did what he felt h had to do,
and thal by mak:ing the bla le button
( ymbol of prote t) and di tributing them, BSU made th university
aware of bla le tud nt i u .
"This is exactly what the week
was meant to be," aid Coakley.
"The week was meant to make the
university community aware of the
different issues of diversity. Had I

COMMUNITY ADVISORS

MUSICIANS
PERFORMERS
TECHNICIANS
KY, OHIO:

,

i

I'

I

"'I

Parl. Attr lion Olfi<e
Rehear'31 1ud10
Rcg1 lral I n I 30 . 4 l() r m

COL

~BU.,

OHIO:
ThuNlay. Jan 10
Ohao Staie ln1ver.ll)'
Drake mon
Rcg1m 11on 2 'O 4 · ·' 0 p m

BEREA, OHIO:
Fnday, Jan 11
Baldwin-Walla e College
Kulas Mu 1cal An Building
Rcg1strat1on. 2.30. 4. 0 p.m

RBOR, MICHIG
A
Monday.Jan 14
mvcr uy of Michigan
M1ch1gan mon Ander;on Room
Rcg1 lrallon: 2:30 - 4:30 pm

DEC .\1 l R. ILLl.,01'>:
Tue..J.1 . Jan 22
M1ll1km l.nl\cr.11
R1ehanh Trc.11 l """"'ll) Cc111r1
Reg1 lra11on 2 '0 - 4 lO p m
Bl.00\11"(;·10 .... . 1"1)1 \" \ :
\ cdnr,da\ J.111 2l
lnd1anJ l 111\rl\ll)
1cmon.il l 1111111 'wl.1nu111
RcF"lr.ll111n 2 '<I I 0 I' 111

\ll ("tt, INDI\,\ :
Thur..OJ}. Ja11 24
Signature Inn
Comer nl /\kGalharJ
Bethel Rd,
Rcg1>lra11on 2 ·'O 4 l() p m

KALAMAZOO, Ml HIGA :
Thursday. Jan. 17
Western M1ch1gan Un1versuy
Dallon Center, S hool of Music
{Parle at Miller Auditorium)
Regislnllion: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

The WS Residence Life Office is c urrently seeking
a pplicants f or the p oaltion o f Community Advisor (CA)
fo r the 1991 -92 a cadetaic year

LI,(; c;IH.E!\. 01110:
Fnda) . Jan 25
Bo,.hng Green '>1.i1e l 111'c"1l)
nl'cr"l) l nun Ohio ·uue
Rcgl\lr.!llOn 2 l() · 4 10 p m

KE T, OHIO:
Tuesday. Jan. 29
Kent tale Unover..uy
Student Center · Third FloOI
Reg1s1ra11on: 2.30 - 4.30 p.m

ANOL" KY. OHIO:
Wcdnc\day. Jan. 30
edar Poml
Park Attra l ion~ ffice
Rehearsal Studio~
Registra11on: 1.30 - 4:30 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORM ATIO CO TACT:
Cedar Point Live Shows Auditions • P.O. Box 5006
Sandusky, Ohio 44871 -8006 • (419) 627-2390
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been here, I would have worn one of
the buttons in support of the group ."
Cato, in tum, said the purpose of
the boycou and the black button
campaign was to protest the way
that Coakley handled the week• s
programs.
One example Cato gave of his
dissatisfaction with the week was
the African-American meal. The
meal was cancelled due to anger
expressed by students and faculty.
Cato explained thal the bla le university employees were asked to
"approve" the menu. Said Cato,
"Th people serving the food are not
the people to aslc. Th people who
were going to ea1 the food hould
have been aslced to OK th meal
instead."
Cato said further that he w a
member of the MAD Coalilion
Steering Committee, but that he did
not see a proposed agenda for the
week until the agenda was finalized.
Had he had a chance LO review the
agenda, said Cato, there would have
been no boycott or protest.
Cato said that the BSU
began the diversity recognition programs at WSU by initiating last
year's Unity Day Rally. Cato believes that diversity program at
WSU should focus more on black
student issues. "We can't expend
energy on other issues of diversity
ince racism has still not been resolved," Cato said. " After we
started the Unity Day Rally, nothing

had been done until this year's DiRESPONSIBILITIES

- up rvise a Ot1U11unity of 3~-7~ resident students
- Serv as a peer counse lo r
- Plan community a c tivities
-Serve as a reso urce person
- Handle emergency situations
-and a gr al deal 11ore

um

MT. PLEASA T, Ml HIG
PllT 8 RGH, P :
Tuesday, Jan. 15
Monday, fan 2!!
Central Michigan Umver~uy
Poml Park o llege
orvall C. Bovee mve rsuy cn1er Studio #4
Rcgis1ra11on: 1 :00 . 6 :()(J p.m
Registration: 2:30 - 4:10 p.m.
EA T LA SfNG, Ml HIG N:
Wednesday. Jan. 16
University Inn
1100 Trowbndge Rd. (Ris 496 & 1271
Reg1strauon: 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

WANTED

The Guardian

RE QUIRF.MENTS

- Must have completed 24 c redit hours and a 2.3 GPA
by Winter 1991

BOW TO APPLY

- Must atte nd o n e of the informal sessions s c heduled:
We dnesday, J anuary 16 al 7 p.m. in Fac ulty Dining Room
Thursday, January 17 al 7 p.m. in Fac ulty Dining Room

COMPENSATION

Room, meal plan, local phone service
and rewarding growth experience

versity Week. There were lots of
motivational speeches done during
the Unity Day Rally, but no followup. To have total unity, it's got to be
more than a week, maybe a month.
It (Diversity Week) didn't cover all
of the basic areas of diversity. Ideally, all of the student organizations
should be involved in the planning
of future diversity programs."
CoalcJey thought thal diversity program proposals should
be screened in the future, before the
program is allowed to be implemented. Stated Coakley, 'This year
we did not screen programs at all.
Next year, the MAD Coalition will
review the program proposals before the program is accepted. Because diversity is such a sensitive
subject, we are not going to completely satisfy everybody with our
programs. This year, we got many
calls from people who thought that
we weren't doing enough, while
others were amazed that we were
spending money to carry out such
programs. Regardless, we will
always strive to make the university
community aware of the issues
concerning diversity."
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Classified Advertising_
FAST FUNDRAJSING PROGRAM
PN<ERTON'S INCORPORATED 11
$1000 in)Jst one week. Earn ~to $1000 for
hlrt~ Ideal for ltlldentl becaUM WI
your campus organization. Plus a chance at
offw ftexlbl• houri. Plld training end
$5000 morel This program works! No
unttorma provided. Fun or pert time
investment needed. Call 1 -~932-0528
opening• In th• Dayton 1nd
Ext. so.
eurroundlng 1ru1. Apply 335 W. Aral
SL, D1yton, Oh Sim • 6pm. Frt1 periling
WANTED: Enlhualutlc lndlvldu11 or
In 11t1ched gar1g1.
abJdent organization to promota Spring
Bruk dettlnatlon for 1991 . Earn
DATA PROCESSING AND ENTRY Pan
commlulont, frt1 tripe 1nd v1lu1bl1
tine, llexhle hours. Send resume and
wort experience. Apply nowII! Call
wor1I hours to PO BOX 1677, Fa11bom
SbJdlnt Tmll Sll'Vlce 111~265Ohio 45324.
1799.

CARE FREE TYPING SERVICE • Essays,
resumes, theses, Christmas newsletters,
graphics and morel 20% off first visit I Close
to WSU. Call Hollo/ at 253-CARE.
WORD PROCESSING, DESK TOP
PUBLISHING • Reports, documents • any
size, newslel1ers, presentations • typed to
yoor specifications. Professional. laser
qualrty. Reasonable rates. Call Netta 237•
0751 .
ABITTER RESUME · Asa lormerpersoneU
manager, I'll write a resume that wil gel you
attention and respect. We'll talk over your
strengths and qualifications and the best
way to go about getting the job you want.Call
for an appointment. Free interview. laser
pnnting.
STEVE COLEMAN 278-3242.

SALESPERSON NEEDED • Muat be
fTlencly, wlll drilled, talkatlv1 ind a
h1rd worker. No 1Xperlenct needed, WI
lrlln. You will work In 11ln, cbplay,
register and fashion ahowa. lmmedl1ta

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION!

poaltlon opening• ind Iota of room for
ldnncemenl Start 1t bait hourly pay
Ind work Into • eommlulon and bonua
1y1t1m. Apply at 1lth1r 1tor1.
An11tasla'1 Bridal & Formal. 438-9no.

BEST FUNDRAJSER OK-CAMPUS!

I \21 GENERAL

Looking for a student organization that
would Ilk• to eam $500 for a one wllk
on-ampua marketing pro)lcl Call
Marcy at (800)592-2121.

SKI FOR FREE or FUN IN THE SUN •
Organize a group of Friends and more.
For more Information Call 1-800-5230710

Organize a small group or eampua-wlde
event! Earn high commission• & Frt1
Tripe! Call (800) 826-9100.

Comics
Jungle Grove

Beors

or~ found

prirnorily in forest
areas of th~ west,

-------They
often
are

r.rey to 1-x.Jnters
because they lack
natural camouflage.

The bears favorite
food is ...

Three things
to help you
get through
this quarter.
il ce

CG1ill21rrCdln 2lrm
\ ~.>~.e WNHJ$Uj 1(Q)~c ~gm

N1EX11J§

The Wright State
Student Media
The Wright State Student Media is made up
of the campus newspaper The Guardian,
WWSU 106.9fm Radio, and the NEXUS
Literary Magazine. Students are encouraged
to join these media. Taking COM 130/330
allows students to gain credit for their time
spent at these groups. For more details
contact any of the groups listed above or
talk to your advisor.

WRIGHT STATE
STUDENT MEDIA

OFF BALANCE

~ ,6,Q.~ ~
[W(Q~V~~

·OJ ~ .&,-i:J:@ ~
Comic Strip
MfY,WAIT A MINI/TE.,
ARTIS!\ THIS IS ALL
W'RONut I St«)UlD
L.001< MORE
HM~ '

RECENTLY FOUND
HIEROGLYPHICS SHO\./ THE
EGYPTIANS \./ERE MORE

ADYANCED THAN W'£
THOUGHT.

·

:t TOLD
YOU NOT TO
SELL THAT
LAND.
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New Orleans

Keating

provised melodies of the brass
bands began to find their way
continued frompa(lt J
into the repertoire of the more
contl ued f'rom paae 10
continued from paae 11
formal dance bands , leading to
four, and add a sobbing whoop in is uniquely situated as well. The and brass bands numbered in the the birth of what we now call tors.
the middle for extra measure. That city is well within the arc of Afro- dozens. Generally, the bras "jazz." In the 1890 , a powerful
- Glenn: Received more than
reedy Texa voice can match a Caribbean innuence exttnding bands consisted of roughly 12 to young New Orleans cornet player Sl00,000 in political action com.
steel guitar sob for sob.
from the West Indies, through 14 musicians, mostly composed nam ed Buddy Bolden, whose mittee contribution , but pulled out
Just ruminate upon the e Brazil and northward through the of trumpets or cornets, horn • blowing called the dancers from of relation hip with Keating early
titles: "A Picture of Me {Without southern United State . The trombone , axophone , a tuba great di tances, came to promi- when heard criminal referral had
You)", "Call the Wrecker for My nearnes to the We l Indie is and drum . The big bra s band nence. He is widely regarded as been made to Ju ti e DepartmenL
Heart", "These Days (I Barely Get particularly important a greater of the day included the Eureka, the father of jazz, though at that Also helped his cause by refu ing
By)", "Nothing Ever Hurt Me freedom of Jave in tho e i lands Olympia, Excel ior and Imperial point, no such term existed . the financier' requests to vote for
(Half as Bad a Losing You)", allowed for a greater retention bra band . The mailer dance Though never recorded (he pent confirmation of Keating friend: for
"Blu Side of Lon ome, Lonely of cultural attribute of the We t band u ually con i ted of a hi final day in a mental in ti- bank board and jud1 iaJ
iu ns.
tution),
Bolden'
influence
Street", "Heart.a he and Hang- African
Riegle:
H
depo
iuon
dehomeland .
The . ingl comet, trombone, tring
would
have
a
profound
and
over ." ...
noo an al mo t complete memory
polyrhy1hm1c drumming tyle ba . drum . guuar and either
la Ung 1mpa t on th next lapse where Keaung 1s involved, but
There are three major th me and lively , communal dance I rinets or violin .
in Jone ' ong : drinking, women tyle, in particular, would leave
It wa common for mu icians generation of New Orlean. cor- Grogan' tesum ny devastated R1·
and bad luck. Often you 'II find all their mark on New Orlcan .
to be member of both. The bra - net1 l , including Joseph "Kang" egle, d cribing him as the prime arthree in one song. In "Somebody
In the United State , where bands were generally spon ored Oliver, Reddic Knepper and the ranger of the April 1987 meeungs,
Wants Me Out of the Way" Jone slave were systematically epa- by the social and pleasure club be 1-known of them all, Louis and detailing mu!Ual helicopter trips
sings: "Somebody keeps paying rated from family and fellow tribe of New Orleans . The group Arm trong.
and Keating's wining and dining of
Jazz got a good deal of its Riegle.
my bar tab/He gives me six cold member • mu 1c served an im- played at picnics, panie and getone to go when he close /And portanl mean of establish mg an together , but their mo l impor- start as entertainment at the
- DeConcini: Has lo l face
shp me a dollar or two/Here otherwi e robbed sen e of com- Lant fun tion came at the end of brothel of New Orleans' red with strident denials and zealous
come the waitre s with a loaded munity.
hfe. "The social and pleasure light district, Storyville, which defense of serving those who condown tray/Somebody want me
New Orleans at the tart of club had a burial policy," 81- was named after New Orlean's tribute, while spending most of his
out of the way .... My woman is the 19th century must have been year-old bras band veteran Alderman Sidney Story, who energy publicly trying to implicate
keeping me busy/And I'm afraid an extraordinary pot. It boasted Harold Dejan recalled. "If you restricted pro titution to the area. McCain. DeConcini is con tantly
to go a k her why/But the more I as many as three opera houses, wanted a band when you died, Storyville existed from 1897 described by witnesses as Keating's
keep drinkin', the more I keep numerous playhouses and con- they either got the band for you until it wa hut down in 1917 mo l frenetic defender in fron t of
thinlcin'{There's somebody new cert halls. In 1830, there wa even or they'd give the widow the by the U.S. War and Navy regulators.
- Cranston: Probably in the
in her life .... "
a Negro Philharmonic Society, money-whatever he want ." Department, which declared it
"too
great
a
hazard
to
the
national
In "The Door" he cnes: with more than 100 members.
deepest
tr0uble of all. Te timony
The bra band funeral ha
"Through tear- tained eye I Street parades, concerts and all been one of the mo t influential interest."
hows he unabashedly solicited far
Some have claimed, on the more from Keating than the others
watched her walk away/Earth- orts of le formal mu ical get- en emble in mu ic hi tory, and
basi
of the fact that the first jazz even received, eventually taking in
qua.Ice , gun and wars couldn't togethers were al 0 common. thanks to Dejan and hi followrecording
were made m Chicago S995,000 for h1 campaign and
hurt me more{fhan the lonely
Racially, the city was clearly er • 1t remain alive today .
and
New
York
tn 191 (by while cause . He al I bb1ed for pe
nal
und of that door clo ing." Then divided into while . black "Going 10 get the body, you play
mu
1cian
-black
w re not al- friend Keating long after the others
- LAM! -come ad r und (mo uy Jave ) and "creole of a couple of gospel hke 'Lord,
effect, as if we didn't get the pomt. color" (free mulattoe ). In the You Sure Been Good to Me,' or lowed to record for another year), backedoffinthefaceofhi criminal
And here's Jone the pathetic, opera hou es, there were ection 'Down By The River ide,' " that jazz tarted there rather than troubles.
No one dares predict what recfrom "If Drinking Don't Kill Me": for all three, and visitor to the Dejan said. "After we get the in New Orleans. In truth, the
"I lay my head on the wheel and city wrote of their surprise to hear body, we play a funeral dirge breakup of Storyville forced ommendation the ethics panel
the horn begins blowing{fhe laves humming operatic aria a coming out of the funeral parlor many musician to travel else- will ma.Ice to the Senate, other than
whole neighborhood know that they went about their bu ine s. or the hou e or wherever the body where in search of employment to ma.Ice it rather quickly and be done
and their mu ic was welcome in with it.
I'm home drunk again. I can't hold
The 19th century was a big might be laid out. Then on the
all the urban center of America
But Pulitzer Prize-winning carway
back,
after
we
turn
the
body
out much longer the way that I time for brass bands everywhere
they
chose
to
pursue
it
in.
toonist Tom Toles of The Buffalo
feeVWith the blood from my body in America, and New Orleans was loose, that's when we play
With the advent of swing (N.Y.) News may have presaged the
I could start my own still/If drink- no exception. African Americans something upbeat like 'When the
ing don't kill me her memory had their own brass bands that Saints Go Marchin' In,' 'Didn't bands in the '30s, the focus on outcome with his Christmas week
New Orleans jazz faded some- sketch of five foll es sitting on a dais
will."
played for parades, balls and He Ramble' or 'The New Second
what but the tradition remained in judgment as they look down on
But Jones' tearful zenith was concerts. Many were trained by Line.'
alive
at home. The pianists who five other sorrowful foxes at a table
"The term "second line" has
on "He Stopped Loving Her To- players from the French Opera
earned
their keep in Storyville labeled "Keating Five."
become synonymous for a voladay." Only death stops this kind of House.
gave
rise
to a new style of piano
Under the title "Foxes Guarding
loving: "They laid a wreath upon
On Sundays, the Place Congo tile, polyrhythmic style of drumhis door and soon they'll carry (now Beauregard Square) was the ming characteristic of all great playing-the "stride" style-and the Fox Den," the ethics committee
him away," Jones sings. "He site of public ring dances for the New Orleans music. The second New Orleans players such as foxes think five troubled thoughts in
stopped loving her today .... She slaves of New Orleans. Music line is, in fact, the trail of dancers Champion Jack Dupree were sequence:
Fox One: "We all do what they
came to see him one last time/We was provided by drums, banjos that follows along behind the laying down the foundations of
boogie
woogie
that
would
bedid."
al1 wondered if she would/It kept and rattles, along with the voices funeral procession and dances to
Fox Two: "We'd be hypocri tes
running through my mind{fhis of the slaves, chanting short re- the lively music aJI the way back. come the signature of the New
Orleans
rhythm
and
blues
sound.
to punish them for it"
time he's over her for good .... " peating phrases (very similar to The musicians improvise their
Out of that would come artists
Fox Three: "On the other hand, if
If you don't feel bener after West African music and dance playing around the rhythms of
helping George Jones wallow performance practice). The the dancers and vice versa, such as Fats Domino, Professor we let them off, voters might punish
around in his pain, you are hope- dances often drew more than 500 creating a free-flowing cross-talk Longhair and Allen Toussaint, us."
Fox Four: "Which will it be,
of music and dance similar to who in tum often served as
lessly downhearted and should people.
session musicians for some of the loyalty or self-preservation?"
of
West
African
traditions.
those
consider a recording career in the
By the start of the 20th
Fox Five: "Sorry, guys.... "
The lively rhythms and im- hit makers mentioned above.
country music field.
century, black dance orchestras
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